Vitamin D analogs: new therapeutic agents for the treatment of squamous cancer and its associated hypercalcemia.
We have examined the in vitro effects of 1,25 dihydroxy-vitamin D3 [1,25(OH)2D3] and of two side-chain modified analogs of 1,25(OH)2D3 (EB1089 and MC903) on cell growth and parathyroid hormone related peptide (PTHRP) production in immortalized (HPK1A) and neoplastic (HPK1A-ras) keratinocytes. Cell proliferation was strongly inhibited by 1,25(OH)2D3 and its analogs in HPK1A cells, and in this system EB1089 was 10-100 times more potent than 1,25(OH)2D3 or MC903. A similar effect on cell proliferation was observed in HPK1A-ras cells; however, 10-fold higher concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D3 or its analogs were required. We also observed a strong and dose-dependent inhibitory effect of these compounds on PTHRP secretion and gene expression. In both immortalized and neoplastic keratinocytes, EB1089 was 10-100 times more potent than 1,25(OH)2D3 or MC903 on inhibiting PTHRP production. However, although effective in HPK1A-ras cells, 10-fold higher concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D3 or its analogs were required to produce similar actions in this neoplastic model. These studies therefore demonstrate that a 1,25(OH)2D3 analog with low calcemic potency in vivo (EB1089) can inhibit keratinocyte proliferation and PTHRP production by such cells with greater potency than 1,25(OH)2D3. The observed effects of such analogs in neoplastic keratinocytes predicts their potential usefulness in vivo in inhibiting squamous cancer growth and its associated hypercalcemia.